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figure 3. N o m l i z e d  head fields with and witklrxlt the presence 
of a keeper layer (T = 0.8 units). 
Assmiq an initial mgnetization in a negative sense and a 
W d  f ie ld  in a positive sense, the rectangular hysteresis Imp 
mescribes : 
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The y-dependence is n m  clearly sbm, so a a t  it can be 
mncluded that the h a q e n e i t y  of the self-consistency is 
cancelled If a e  hysteresis 1- is not rectangular* 
zntroducing g=(T-y)/T and rewriting quat ion  (8) in the 
f b l l m g  form: 
parameter = g 
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Figure 5 .  Effect of the level of the wktching criterion on 
mgnetizatim distrilmtion in the case of a sheared hysteresis 
kmp and an ideal k e p r  layer. 
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figure 6. E f f e c t  of the Shearing of the hysteresis loap on the 
rragnetization distribution in the presence of an ideal k e e p  
layer- 
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figure 7 .  Effect of the level. of the switching criterion MI a e  
mgnetizatim distri'bution in the -e of a rectangular 
wsteresis loop and w i t h  rm -r layer present. 
It has been s m  that the choice of a switching criterim is 
bmterial in the case of a polekeeper anfiguration and 
M d - s t i l l .  remrding on a 'material w i t h  a recl.tangular 
krysteresis lwp. The prmf relies on mjor principles 
ODncerning the structure of magnetic fields in general and not 
on the particular structure of saw specific field. X t  shauld 
b noted that our wnclusion is valid for any -try of the 
k a d  F s  that are situated a m  the tcp of the recording 
layer. As long as the ideal keeper layer is present the proof 
will run wrrectly* This means that deviaticns frcm an ideal 
of the p l e  piece or the rearding layer surface, 
Mch can be e w e d  in practice, are of no influence. 
Wm deviatims o~cu1: with res- to rectangularity of the 
lysteresis curve fur the recording layer mteriaf or the 
ideality of the keeper layer, we can expct froan our results 
that mitching at top of the remrdirrg layer will lead to 
Quation (6) is an essential part of the prmf *ich - that 
the validity of our mclusims is limited to stand-still 
mrding .  The evalutim of the transitions M l e  remving the 
b a d  and wit&ing the head field is a subject of further 
research. A relaxation prmess will OCCUT in a m y  Wdh will 
prdxbly depend on bit-density, the value of Q and the 
level of the switching criterion. It is not clear in advance at 
&at l m l  the best "readable" t r a n s i t i m s  will be fonrred. 
M have caputd the results presented in the figures with the 
k l p  of a standard h a t  Fourier Transfm prqram. The f i e l d  of 
amputation has been taken 25 times as wide as tl.le width of the 
p l e a  me accuraq of the results obtained this way is limit& 
this procedure, but sufficiently high to derronstrate the 
oonclusims we arrived at. 
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